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An international manufacturing company with operations across 12 countries needed to implement
a Microsoft Dynamics™ AX software upgrade in all of their European locations. The goal was to
reduce operational complexity and increase efﬁciency across the company by creating a global
template. However, the client was working under a tight deadline and found that because the
implementation was across multiple countries and time zones, it was extremely complex. In
addition, Microsoft Dynamics AX has speciﬁc localization requirements within speciﬁc countries
where implementations are regulated, and the client was having difﬁculty keeping track of every
regulation.
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The client partnered with Oxford Global Resources due to the speed at which we were able to
provide viable candidates to suit their needs at any given time. Over the course of 2 years, the client
requested more than 10 resources to support the various aspects of this complex initiative, and
we quickly made those connections for them whenever they asked. Our consultants were based
in Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, Italy, Belgium, France, and the UK. Each country had its own
legislation that needed to be adhered to, and each location had different types of facilities within
them, so our consultants had to be adaptable and familiar with the necessary regulations.
Our Microsoft Dynamics AX Functional Specialists were able to optimize business alignment and
enable transparency throughout the course of the migration. They brought expertise in ﬁnance,
supply chain, time & attendance, and manufacturing & production to the table.

As a result of the successful implementations,
the client has experienced increased efﬁciency
and streamlined their business processes.
The Result
Oxford’s agile recruiting response kept the project on track, and following successful deployments
in Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, and the UK, we have continued to partner with our client and
support their Microsoft Dynamics upgrade in Italy, France, and Belgium. As a result of the successful
implementations, the client has experienced increased efﬁciency and streamlined their business
processes. In addition, the client has improved their bottom line costs and proﬁtability.
About Oxford: Oxford is known for our unmatched ability to deliver The Right Talent. Right Now.® As a leading recruiting and consulting
company with ofﬁces across North America and Europe, we focus on proactively building a network of highly skilled professionals
so that we can immediately connect our clients to the expertise they need and provide rewarding opportunities for our consultants.
We leverage over 30 years of recruiting expertise and specialize in ﬁelds where superior resource solutions are most in demand.
Oxford Global Resources® and The Right Talent. Right Now.® are the trademarks of Oxford Global Resources, LLC. All third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

